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LOW DATA RATES NECESSARY FOR RPV COMMAND
GUIDANCE

G.W. MC INTYRE AND B.M. SPENCER
Microwave Command Guidance Dept.,

Sperry Univac,
Salt Lake City, Utah

Summary.   In the design of a tactical multi-remotely piloted vehicle (RPV) data link, the
RPV data rate and update rate are crucial to the multi-RPV scenario. Data rates on the
order of 150 bits per second per RPV or fewer and update rates of fewer than 2 per second
per RPV must be used if the RPV’s are to operate successfully in a hostile jamming
environment. This limit is imposed by the amount of RF spectrum that can be obtained for
applying spread-spectrum to protect the data channel. Through data management all
necessary RPV command and telemetry functions can be handled at these rates.

Introduction.   This paper first develops an argument for the limitations imposed on the
data link by the jamming threat. This is followed by the development of a multi-RPV data
link model used for the analysis. The effects of data rate and update rate upon the anti-jam
(AJ) capability are then presented by a set of curves. Finally the paper develops the
required data rates, update rates, and data format based on existing RPV’s. It is also
shown that, by proper management of the data format and channel, all necessary RPV
command and telemetry functions can be transferred with modest average data rates and
average update rates.

Effects of the Jammer on the Data Link Design.   One of the most difficult problems in
the design of a multi-RPV data link is providing sufficient AJ so that the RPV’s can
effectively penetrate and perform in a hostile electronics countermeasure (ECM)
environment. Even the most simple jamming scenario shows that the jammer can be
expected to have a range and transmitter power advantage; also, the jammer has a potential
advantage through the use of directional antennas. The range advantage results from
jammer proximity to the target. The power advantage results from the jammer ground
location and greater transmitter power. Jammer advantage in antenna gain depends on the
magnitude of gain at each of the data link terminals. Directional antennas with as much
gain as possible should be incorporated at all terminals. The RPV antenna will have the
least gain because of size constraints, but can be designed to provide approximately the
same gain as the jammer since the jammer must give up gain to achieve sector coverage.



To overcome the jammer advantage in transmitter power and transmission range, spread-
spectrum techniques must be applied to the multi-RPV data link. The extent to which
spread spectrum can be used is determined by the amount of bandwidth (rf spectrum) that
can be allocated and effectively used for the multiple-RPV operation. The effectiveness of
spread spectrum is determined by the ratio of the spread bandwidth to multi-RPV channel
signaling rate. This ratio is defined as the TcW (time-bandwidth) product, which is
approximately equal to the channel processing gain and is used interchangeably in this
paper. The TcW product is only an estimate of the AJ capability of a spread-spectrum
system. However, the TcW product is useful in comparing systems, and the difference in
AJ capability for two comparable systems will be within a few dB of the difference of their
processing gains. The actual AJ margin of any system is equal to the processing gains
minus the required EB/NO minus the loss due to the specialized jammer and can be
determined only from the specifics of the system and the jammer.

The required magnitude of the TcW product depends on the specific scenario; however,
TcW products in the range of 40 dB are not difficult to predict. Consider a jammer with a
range advantage of 20 dB (200 to 20 nm), a power advantage of 13 dB (2 kw to 100
watts), a terminal requiring an EB/NO of 7 dB, and equal antenna gains for the jammer and
data link transmitter. This adds up to a processing gain of 40 dB needed to protect the
channel.

The amount of bandwidth over which a signal can be spread is limited by the equipment
bandwidth capabilities and by the amount of rf spectrum that can be allocated without
interference with other systems. It is expected that spectrum allocations will not exceed
500 MHz and may be as low as 100 MHz. The only way to get high TcW products, then,
is to reduce the multi-RPV channel signaling rate.

Multi-RPV and Data Link Model.   The multi-RPV data link requirements encompass
the following:

1. The number of RPV’s that must be controlled from a single station
2. Real-time positive control of all RPV’s
3. Multi-mission capabilities
4. Both direct and over-the-horizon operation.

The choice of a data link to meet these requirements involves selecting a multiple-access
technique compatible with directional antennas and spread spectrum. Time-division
multiple access (TDMA) was chosen to demonstrate how the individual RPV data rates
affect the final rf bandwidth needed. Other viable techniques are carrier division multiple
access (separate carrier) and code division multiple access. TDMA is considered superior
when the number of RPV’s exceeds four, because a single, high-gain, agile-beam antenna



can be employed for communicating with all RPV’s. Also, the use of a common carrier
implies identical RPV transmitters and receivers and allows use of a single receiver and
transmitter at the control station. System costs are reduced through equipment
commonality. Another attractive characteristic of TDMA is that its channel bandwidth is
approximately the same as the doppler frequency, making the channel relatively insensitive
to vehicle flight dynamics.

In selecting a TDMA data link, three possible configurations were considered, as shown in
figure 1.

The configuration shown in figure 1a incorporates a single control station, a single relay,
and multiple RPV’s and operates with a single carrier for command and status reporting.
This carrier is time shared among the various RPV’s. The data link operates in fixed time
slots. In a typical operation the control station generates a block of command information
that is transmitted either directly to the RPV or to the relay. When the information is
relayed, the carrier is demodulated and the message stored until the next time slot. It is
then retransmitted to the RPV. The downlink operation is identical in the reverse direction.
This type of system has the advantage of using a single carrier but has the disadvantage of
requiring demodulation and storage at the relay as well as having the greatest channel rate.

The second configuration (figure 1b) operates in two bands, with the relay station
performing a direct relay operation without demodulation and the RPV operating in a
transposed mode. The advantages of this configuration are reduced channel rates and no
demodulation at the relay. The disadvantages are the need for two operating bands and
carrier frequency switching at the control station to go from direct control to relayed
control.

The third configuration (figure 1c) further reduces the channel rate but uses four operating
bands and requires carrier switching at the control station for direct or relay modes. The
disadvantage of using multiple bands disappears if frequency-hop spread spectrum is used,
because all terminals then become multi-band systems.



Considering the three TDMA models, the relationship between the channel signaling and
average data rate and update rates are as follows:

The equations show that each of the configurations has the same TcW product for equal
RPV data rate, number of RPV’s and update rate. For example, the single band requires
four times the channel rate required by the four-band configuration, but the latter utilizes
equal spectrum in four bands. The channel rate is proportional to the average data rate per
RPV but is critically related to the update rate and number of RPV’s because of the
denominator of the equations. To illustrate the desired range of the update rate and number
of RPV’s, the expression

is plotted in figure 1d as a function of Ru, with N as a parameter.

This plot indicates that it is desirable to limit the update rate for each RPV to two updates
or fewer per second. It also shows that for a constant average data rate per RPV, the
channel signaling rate increases asymptotically with increased update rate. This occurs
because the guard time is fixed, and, as the update time approaches the guard time, the
time to transmit the message becomes disproportionally smaller. However, the only real
loss in AJ capability for the shorter message time results from the increased ratio of
overhead bits to message bits, because the transmitter is on for a smaller time, and, for the
same average transmitter power, greater peak power can be used to compensate for the
shorter transmission time. Some increase in peak power can be used to compensate for the
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increased channel rates; however, communication-type equipment tends to be peak-power
limited rather than average-power limited.

To illustrate the relationship between the required channel signaling rate and the other data
link parameters, a plot of the single-band configuration channel signaling rate versus
average data rate per RPV is shown in figure 2. From the standpoint of channel signaling
rate alone, the values used for average RPV data rate and update rate seem relatively
unimportant. For example, when RD = 1 kbs, N = 20, and Ru = 4, the channel rate is
approximately 250 kbs, which is not a difficult channel rate to implement. However,
considering the amount of spread bandwidth required to protect this channel, the RPV data
rate and update rate become extremely critical. Figure 3 shows the amount of spectrum
which will be used as a function of average RPV data rate to obtain a TcW of 40 dB. This
figure clearly illustrates the need for low data rates. For example, assume the available
spread bandwidth is 200 MHz. For 20 RPV’s and an average update of two times per
second, the maximum average data rate which can be used is only 145 bits per second per
RPV.

To further illustrate the need for low average data rates, a plot of obtainable TcW product
versus average RPV data rate for various spread bandwidths is given in figure 4. This
figure is given for N = 20 and Ru = 2 only. As an example, if 200 MHz of spread
bandwidth is available and an average data rate of 1 kbs is specified for each RPV, only
31.5 dB of TcW is obtainable, which implies a modest jamming threat.

Data Requirements and Format Management.   The amount of data required to be
transferred to an RPV is dependent on (1) the type of mission to be performed, (2) the
degree of automated flight control incorporated into each RPV, and (3) the flight phase of
the RPV, such as launch-recovery, ingress-egress, or mission execution. Since these data
requirements for any RPV are time dependent, the overall data link format can be time-
managed to provide an adaptive rate compatible with the individual RPV needs and yet
maintain a low average rate to all RPV’s.

This paper assumes the simultaneous control of 20 RPV’s in various mission phases,
computer-aided operator control, and an onboard flight programmer-controller capability.
The launch and recovery and the mission execution phases are considered contingency
operations involving human participation. In the contingency mode RPV fault alerts are
annunciated and additional flight data are called up for situation assessment. The
contingency mode is also used when the flight data reveals that the planned progress of an
RPV is not on schedule, or target redesignation is required.



It is assumed that the ingress-egress phase, which provides for the delivery of the RPV
from the launch area to the mission execution area, is normally a hands-off operation with
the flight operator merely monitoring the progress.

The acceptable time delay from message initiation to message execution is dependent upon
the particular mission phase of the RPV. Acceptable delays are listed below:
1. Launch phase: 500 ms
2. Ingress-egress phase: 1 to 20 seconds
3. Mission execution phase: 250 ms
4. Recovery phase: 500 ms.

These time rates, which in part determine visitation requirements, are based on the
aerodynamic requirements of the airborne vehicles and on the reaction time of the human
operator.

Using these criteria, the requirements for an adaptive format will be developed to provide
a bit rate per vehicle that is acceptable for spread spectrum operation.

Table 1 shows a typical set of commands required to fly an AQM-34-type RPV during
various mission phases. Ths number of bits required for command is nearly 200, and for
telemetry, over 200. Adding overhead bits for vehicle identification and data routing
increases these numbers by at least 10 percent.

A typical worst case vehicle phase distribution would have 14 RPV’s in the ingress-egress
phase, 4 in mission execution phase, 1 in launch, and 1 in recovery. Table 2 shows the data
rates necessary to adapt the measurement distribution for a 1-second time-ordered
transmission. The table shows that some measurements in the mission execution phase are
required to be transmitted four times per second, other measurements twice per second,
and another group once or less per second. A table may be prepared to distribute the
information with four transmissions occurring in 1 second. Table 3 is an example of data
distribution to include each of the required measurements. The measurements are adapted
to the maximum update rate and are distributed between four data subtrames. No attempt
was made to combine the mutually exclusive commands into one shorter word. For
example, pitch-up rate and pitch-down rate are mutually exclusive and can be combined
into one six-bit word, with the first bit used to define up or down, and the next five bits
used to define the proportional command. Adapting the data bits as shown gives a data
frame requiring approximately 70 data bits per transmission. It is assumed that the
overhead requirements to obtain synchronization and to define the frame, phase, and next
receiver location will add another 20 to 30 bits to the data frame. For a given mission or
requirement, other commands may be required, but these commands can be adapted to the
format and applied to the frame in a manner most economical of data requirements.



Table 1.  Typical Commands

PHASE UPDATE RATE 
MISSION 

COMMAND NO. OF BITS EXECUTION LAUNCH RECOVERY INGRESS/EGRESS 

CLEARANCE LIGHTS ON/OFF 1 1/10 1/10 1/10 
DESTRUCT ARM 1 2/SEC 2 2 1 
DESTRUCT 1 2 2 2 1 
DEICER ON/OFF 1 1 1/2 1/2 1/10 
RECOVERY CHUTE ARM 1 1 1 
RECOVERY CHUTE DEPLOY 1 1 1 
EMER CHUTE ARM 1 1 1 1 
EMER CHUTE DEPLOY 1 1 1 1 
EXTERNAL STORES JETTISON 1 1 1 1 1/2 
THROTTLE 6 2 2 2 1/2 
RATO ARM ON/OFF 1 1 
FUEL FLOW RATE 6 2 1 1 1/2 
FUEL JETTISON 1 1 1 1 1/2 
RATO IGNITION 1 1 
PITCH UP RA TE 5 4 2 2 1 
PITCH DOWN RATE 5 4 2 2 1 
ROLL RATE LEFT 7 4 2 2 1 
ROLL RA TE RIGHT 7 4 2 2 1 
EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN 1 1 1 1 1 
ALTITUDE HOLD 1 1 1 1 1/2 
WINGS LEVEL 1 1 1 1 1/2 
HEADING 10 2 1 1 ,1/2 
RADAR ALTIMETER ON/OFF 1 1 1 1 1/10 
INERTIAL UPDATE 32 1/30 
FLT PROG/REPROG 32 1/30 
ANTENNA AZ 8 2 2 2 1 
ANTENNA EL 5 2 2 2 1/2 
CARRIER ON/OFF 1 1 1 1 1 
INITIATE ONBOARD SELF TEST 1 1 1/2 
FLIGHT PROG ON/OFF 1 1 1 1 1/2 
INITIATE JINK PROG 1 1 
WEAPON SENSOR AZ 6 2 
WEAPON SENSOR EL 6 2 
WEAPON SENSOR ON/OFF 1 1 
WEAPON SENSOR CAGED 1 1 
TV ON/OFF 1 1 
TV ZOOM IN 1 4 
TV ZOOM OUT 1 4 
TV ELEV 6 2 
TV AZ 6 2 
LEFT TRIM 6 2 2 2 1/2 
RIGHT TRIM 6 2 2 2 1/2 



Table 2.  Data Rates

COMMAND D = Discrete

P = PROPORTIONAL

FRAME 1 DEST DEICER FUEL RADAR INITIATE TV TV THROTTLE PITCH UP PITCH ON ROLL ROLL HEADING TV EL WPN TV AT 
AAM ON/OFF JETTI ALT JINK ZOOM ZOOM 6 RATE RATE RATE RATE 10 6 SENSOR AZ TRIM 
D D SON ON/OFF PROG IN OUT p 5 5 7 7 p p AZ 6 6 

D D D D D p p p p 6 p p p 

i=RAME 2 DEST EM ERG EM ERG CARRIER WPN TV TV FUEL PITCH UP PITCH ON ROLL ROLL ANT ANT El WPN LEFT 
D CHUTE SHUT- ON/OFF SENSOR ZOOM ZOOM FLOW RATE RATE RATE RATE AZ p SENSOR TRIM 

ARM DOWN D CAGED IN OUT RATE 5 5 LEFT RIGHT p p p 

D D D D D p p p 7 7 
p p 

FRAME 3 OEST EMEAG ALT WPN TV TV TV THROTTLE PITCH UP PITCH ON ROLL ROLL HEADING TV EL WPN TV AT 
ARM CHUTE HOLD SENSOR ON/OFF ZOOM ZOOM p RATE RATE RATE RATE p p SENSOR AZ TRIM 
D DEPLOY D ON/OFF D IN OUT 5 5 LEFT RIGHT AZ p 6 

D D D D p p 7 7 p 
p p 

FRAME 4 DEST EXT WINGS FLT TV TV FUEL PITCH UP PITCH ON ROLL ROLL ANT ANT EL WPN LEFT 

D STORES LEVEL PROG ZOOM ZOOM FLOW RATE RATE RATE RATE AZ p SENSOR TRIM 
JETTI· D ON/OFF IN OUT RATE 5 5 LEFT RIGHT p EL p 

SON D D D p p p 7 7 p 

D 



Table 3.  Measurement Distribution Data

Subframe Subframe

E1

E2

E3

E4

1/E1

1/E2

1/E3

Mission Execution Subframe

Mission Execution Subframe

Mission Execution Subframe

Mission Execution Subframe

Ingress-Egress Subframe

Ingress-Egress Subframe

Ingress-Egress Subframe

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

1/E4

1/E5

1/E6

C1

C2

C3

C4

Ingress-Egress Subframe 

Ingress-Egress Subframe 

Ingress-Egress Subframe 

Contingency Subframe 

Contingency Subframe 

Contingency Subframe 

Contingency Subframe 

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

E = Mission Execution
C = Contingency
I/E = Ingress-egress

The four mission execution subframes are part of a master frame which includes the
subframes for all of the mission phases. The master frame contains the subframes for
mission execution, launch-recovery, and ingress-egress. Four subframes are required to
transfer the mission execution information required. The ingress-egress phase, as shown in
table 1, requires that 27 bits of information be sent every second, 36 bits of information
every two seconds, 3 bits each 10 seconds, and 64 bits every 30 seconds. This information
can be adapted to six subframes so that 45 bits are sent in each subframe to transfer the 1
update-per-second data (27 bits) plus one half the 2-second requirement (18 bits). In
addition to the 45 bits, 70 bits must be distributed between 4 subframes to transfer the low
update information. There are 25 bits per subframe available to transfer this information,
and the transfer can be done with 4 subframes. The 4 subframes would carry 17 data bits
plus 3 sub-subframe ID bits. The discussion can be carried a step further to show that 32
subframes could be used to transfer the information, reducing the data bit transmission
requirements to 52 bits. This is not, however, compatible with the mission execution
format. All subframes should have the same bit rate for ease of mechanization.

Launch-recovery data can be distributed between 4 subframes to effect the same subframe
length as those used for the other mission phases. A measurement table would then be
mechanized as shown in table 3.



From the mainframe shown in table 3 a combination of subframes would be ordered to
generate a 1-second master frame. This would always include the 4 execution subframes
and would select 14 of the ingress-egress commands and 2 of the contingency commands,
a mix capable of controlling 20 RPV’s in various mission phases.

The format for the telemetry is adapted to the time ordered system in the same manner as
the command data. Again, four data frames are adapted to the time ordered transmission to
send the telemetry data to the control center. Launch-recovery and ingress-egress can be
adapted in the same manner as the mission execution for the telemetry to achieve a
minimum data loading per frame. Mission execution was considered to be the worst case,
and therefore the frame allocation for this phase is the only format shown.

Each of the 20 vehicles will at some time during a mission be in one of the phases
described, i.e., each vehicle may be in launch-recovery, ingress-egress, or mission
execution during the operation. This means that, preceding each message, sufficient
overhead must be allowed for carrier, code, and message synchronization, vehicle
identification, mission phase, and frame identification. For this study an equivalent time of
30 message bits is allowed for this overhead function, which is admittedly generous. The
frame ID will contain ten bits.

Under these assumed conditions, the data frame would be as shown in figure 5.

The overhead may be excessive because much of the required information may be
available from the spread spectrum code and synchronization. Where such synchronization
exists, the average data rate can be correspondingly reduced.

Figure 6 shows a basic format for adapting the 20 RPV’s to the time-ordered transmission
system. The time slotting is distributed to permit an even multiplex of the 20 vehicles
within the mission phases. Four mission execution slots are assigned and distributed in a
time-ordered fashion, and eight contingency slots are assigned for additional capability for
vehicles requiring temporary operator-in-the-loop control. The mission execution slots are
available for contingency when vehicles are not in the actual execution phase. Mission
execution should normally require no more than 3 minutes, and all the time between
mission execution phases is therefore available for contingency operations. One time slot is
assigned for each of the vehicles flying ingress-egress, and the contingency slots are used
for additional control during launch-recovery operations. The system operates in such a
way that the vehicle is assigned to operate within a given slot but may be commanded to
look for information at any other time slot within the 1-second data frame. This provides a
flexible format that is compatible with the time-ordered system and minimizes the data
transmission requirements.



Figure 6 shows that 40 time slots are available and that 100 bits are transmitted in each of
the 40 time slots. This configuration, then, supplies 4,000 bits of information in a 1-second
period, which gives an average update rate for each of the 20 vehicles of 200 bits per
second (including all overhead). This illustrates that low data rates and low update rates
are feasible for the command and control of multiple RPV’s.

A more complex data transmission and reception system is required to guarantee that the
information transmitted will be received, but this is the subject for another study on error
encoding, error correcting systems.

It has been shown that low data rates and low update rates are required to operate multiple
vehicles in a hostile jamming environment, and that through the use of adaptive techniques
compatible with a time-ordered communication system these rates are realizable.



Figure 1.  TDMA Data Link Configuration
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Figure 2.  Channel Signaling Rate Figure 3. Spectrum Usage Versus 
Versus Average RPV Data Rate Average RPV Data Rate for 

Multi-RPV Spread- Spectrum Data
Link Using TDMA

Figure 4.  Obtainable TcW Product Versus Average RPV Data Rate
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Figure 5.  Typical Data Frame

Figure 6.  Basic Format
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